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PRESS RELEASE
05 June 2024 07:00:00 CEST

Strategy Shooter Wild Bastards to Launch on All 
Major Platforms on September 12

Stockholm, Sweden (June 5, 2024) — Maximum Entertainment AB (Nasdaq: 
MAXENT B) announced that tactical FPS title Wild Bastards from Maximum 
Entertainment and developer Blue Manchu will launch on PC, PlayStation 5, 
Xbox Series X|S and Nintendo Switch on September 12.

“Wild Bastards is one of our most highly anticipated games, and we can’t wait for fans to 
discover its mix of strategy and action across all major platforms on September 12,” said 

. “This upcoming release further proves Christina Seelye, CEO of Maximum Entertainment
that 2024 is the year where Maximum Entertainment’s integration really starts bearing fruit, 
as we deliver our previously announced titles and continue growing our catalog.” 

The release date trailer showcases a look at the outlaws players will be managing as they 
navigate the cosmos. Each character has their own unique set of skills to curate, along 
with relationships with the other characters players will need to manage.

Watch the release date trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MH7TH0cxcak

Players can wishlist the game on Steam today and play the new demo to get a taste of 
the adventure during Steam Next Fest starting next Monday: https://store.steampowered.
com/app/1660840/Wild_Bastards/

For the latest updates on , follow @MaximumEntmt and Wild Bastards
@BlueManchuGames on X and visit .http://www.wildbastards.com/
 
About Blue Manchu
Founded in 2011 and headquartered in Canberra, Australia, Blue Manchu’s storied team of 
veteran developers shares a mission of building genre-merging original titles integrated 
with elements of strategy. Known for its acclaimed, spaceship-boarding strategy FPS Void 
Bastards as well as Card Hunter, a collectible card game homage to retro RPGs, Blue 
Manchu is currently developing the intergalactic tactical FPS Wild Bastards.
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For more information, please contact:

Arnaud Kamphuis, Director of Global Communications
E-mail:  | Tel: +46 8 490 094 98press@maximument.com

For more information regarding the company and investments, please contact 
.ir@maximument.com

Certified Adviser
Augment Partners AB, , tel +46 (0) 8 604 22 55, is Maximum info@augment.se
Entertainment AB's Certified Adviser.

About Maximum Entertainment

Maximum Entertainment is a global entertainment company dedicated to crafting indie to 
AA video game experiences through original content and licensed partnerships. A fully 
integrated group with a broad portfolio of content, the company emphasizes collaboration 
and inclusivity in its partnerships to produce the highest level of interactive entertainment. 
With more than 300 titles in its catalog, Maximum Entertainment has joined forces with 
talented creators and renowned franchises around the globe to deliver magic to the 
gamer in everyone. Maximum Entertainment employs experienced professionals across 
the entire value chain of video games including development, publishing, transmedia, 
sales, and operations. Visit Maximum Entertainment at . www.maximument.com
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